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ZiFix Traverse is designed to reliably index and maintain pressure to suppress tumor and organ motion for 
imaging and radiotherapy treatments. It features an anatomically shaped compression paddle to induce shallow 
breathing and improve patient comfort and compliance, which potentially leads to better patient outcomes.

Benefits
• Low profile compression for most imaging  
 and treatment systems

• Indexes to the edges of  
 compatible devices

• Immobilizes patient during imaging  
 and treatment

• Minimizes potential for collisions and interference  
 when compared to compression bridge

• Low attenuation

Respiratory Motion  
Management and  
Patient Immobilization
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ZiFix Traverse indexes to compatible Qfix devices for 
use in a variety of clinical setups, including with other 
positioning and immobilization accessories. Additionally, 
it can be used with compatible devices in both treatment 
and imaging, including MRI environments up to 3T.

ZiFix Traverse quickly and securely 
attaches to compatible Qfix devices

RT-4558CB03 ZiFix Traverse Abdominal/Thoracic Motion Control System

Dedicated case for convenient handling 
and storage across diverse clinical 
environments, including MR environments

ZiFix Traverse System

Manometer 
Pump

13cm x 170cm Belt

13cm x 130cm Belt

13cm Compression Paddle (2) Clamps
3T or less.  

Refer to IFU for 
conditions for use.
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This brochure contains information about products which may or may not be available in particular countries. Each country has specific laws and regulations governing the commercialization of medical 
devices and the communication of information regarding medical devices in printed and digital media. Products appearing in this brochure or on our website may or may not have received approval, 
clearance, or marketing authorization by a governmental regulatory body in any particular country, or may have received approval, clearance, or marketing authorization for different indications and 
restrictions in different countries, or may be for investigational use only. A product’s appearance in this brochure should not be construed as a solicitation or promotion for said product, nor any indication 
which is not authorized by the laws and regulations of the country where the reader resides. © 2021 All rights reserved. Qfix is a registered trademark of Qfix. ZiFix Traverse is a trademarks of Qfix.

Bladder is designed to be 
durable up to 250 mmHg,  
a 2x factor of safety

Fiducial markers aid in 
consistent patient setup 
relative to patient anatomy
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Stabilize internal organs and reduce imaging artifacts (MRI and CT images with ZiFix) 


